Abstract-Autonomous robot must possess the capability to traverse intelligently on various terrains that may largely affect the performance and controllability of the vehicle. To enable autonomous navigation on natural unknown terrain, the traversal difficulty must be evaluated initially. This is accomplished by real-time assessment and classification of terrain for traversability analysis. A technique for terrain classification for traversability assessment of terrain by extracting the textural features from visual sensing of terrain data using wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) is presented in this paper. Clustering is used to classify the terrain describing its suitability for navigation. And further we have presented a fast and optimum algorithm for path planning of robot on the assessed navigable terrain.
INTRODUCTION
Autonomous robot navigation with the capability to perceive the surrounding environment of the robot enhances the efficiency and safety of the robot. An important functionality of an autonomous robotic system is real-time assessment and quantification of terrain for safe navigation along a path to a designated goal point. For safe autonomous navigation while traversing, a robot must possess onboard intelligence and the capability to perceive the terrain ahead so that it can avoid hazardous areas by discriminating the negotiable regions for traversal thereby optimizing its speed. This is accomplished by identifying the underline terrain that directly contributes to traversal difficulty.
Enabling a mobile autonomous robot to determine in real time what kind of terrain it is facing has some great benefits in regard to the efficiency and safety of the robot. Terrain classification is fundamentally employed in Department of Defense for military surveillance, target tracking applications and in particular in NASA and ISRO for robotic planetary space explorations in the areas such as object recognition, detection of changes in terrain, local obstacle avoidance navigation and path planning by traversability assessment. A robot able to classify the terrain Manuscript received September 9, 2012; revised October 15, 2012. K. K. Soundra Pandian is with the PDPM-Indian Institute of Information Technology, Design and Manufacturing Jabalpur (e-mail: soundra.pandiankk@gmail.com).
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ahead can optimize its speed for the terrain (drive slower on rough terrain and faster on smooth terrain) or avoid potentially hazardous areas, such as stretches of sand in which a ground-based robot could become stuck. Lack of terrain knowledge suspends reliable navigation and traversal to the goal successfully as exemplified by the NASA's Mars exploration rover in 2006 which became entrenched in loose drift material and remained stationary for several weeks [3] . Terrain classification to detect derivable ground for robot provides adaptability to control by optimizing its speed and planning strategies to avoid hazardous areas thereby improving its efficiency and safety.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A review of the related research work in the area of terrain classification and path planning using traversability analysis of terrain is given in section 2. Section 3 elucidates system overview and our methodology. In Section 4, path planning based on classified terrain is described. Section 5 presents our results and finally section 6 deals with conclusion and our future work.
II. PROLOGUE ASSESSMENT
Terrain classification methods provide semantic descriptions of the physical nature of a given terrain region. Terrain traversability based on terrain classification and path planning of terrain-adaptive robots have been addressed by a number of researchers. Howard et al [1] introduced the Fuzzy Traversability Index Algorithm, which used visual intensity levels to determine the terrain characteristics such as the roughness, slope, and discontinuity. Olson et.al. [2] proposed a method based on visual terrain mapping for Mars rovers. Using a visual stereo imaging fusion technique, they have demonstrated a reliable method for high fidelity terrain mapping and robot world perception modeling. Iagnemma et al. [3] classified terrain based on analysis of vibrations arising from robot wheel -terrain interaction. Vandapel et al. [4] categorized ladar data points as either clutter, linear or surface using range feature. In Manduchi et.al. [5] used a combination of color camera images and ladar data to detect and classify obstacles, with the detection done via ladar and classification using camera. Shirkhodaie et.al. [6] used visual terrain modeling using soft classifiers like rule based and neural networks. Machine learning methods were employed by Wolf et. al. [7] using 2 D laser range finders. Range information generates point clouds which are classified into navigable and not navigable area using hidden markov models (HMM). 
III. METHODOLOGY
A. System Overview Terrain classification method extracts the relevant features which should be easily computed, robust, insensitive to various distortions and variations in the sensor data. The proposed terrain classification method consists of initially dividing the terrain image into finite number of sub frames where each frame represents a small portion of the actual terrain called the sub terrainian region. Texture features are then extracted from each sub image which is fed to the classifier that classifies the given sub frame into either navigable or not navigable region as shown in figure 1. Texture is a measure of the local spatial variation in image intensity. The attributes of texture include contrast, variance, energy, and entropy etc. We compute features using wavelet packet decomposition and feature vector thus obtained are fed to the terrain classifier which uses k means clustering technique. After the classification terrain assessment is done for planning the navigation strategy of autonomous robot. 
B. Feature Extraction
Our approach to obtain feature vector is to apply wavelet packet decomposition on each sub terrain image. Feature database is created by using wavelet statistical features which contains energy values of leaf nodes of the wavelet packet decomposed image at level 3. Wavelet packet decomposition is an extension of the discrete wavelet transform Wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) (sometimes known as just wavelet packets) is a wavelet transform where the signal is passed through more filters than the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). In the WPD, both the detail and approximation coefficients are decomposed using high pass (h[n])and low pass filter (g[n]) respectively as shown in fig.3 Instead of just decomposing the low frequency component, it is therefore possible to subdivide the whole time-frequency plane into different time-frequency pieces.
In order to minimize the computational requirement we have used mean, standard deviation of energy and entropy of the coefficients at the terminal nodes to achieve a separation of features for different classes. In addition, we have used another feature set using gray level co-occurrence matrix [17] for comparative analysis. Texture measures can be computed from the gray level co-occurrence matrix such as contrast, entropy, correlation and energy. An image is a matrix of pixel intensities, I (i,j) We can define co-occurrence of image matrix as P d (i,j) such as every entry in co-occurrence matrix, P d (i,j) is difference in intensity between a pair of image pixels( i and j), that are distance d pixels apart in original image in a given direction. Energy associated with an image that is a measure of textural uniformity of an image is defined by equation
Image Entropy is a measure of disorder of an image Entropy is inversely proportional to Energy and is defined by equation (1.2)
The image texture contrast measures the amount of local pixels intensity variation within an image and is given by equation (1.3)
We compute these gray level co-occurrence features from the terrain image which forms another feature set 2 for terrain classification. A comparative analysis has been between this feature set and feature set 1 extracted by obtained by wavelet packet decomposition.
C. Classifier
Clustering is the process of finding groups of objects such that the objects in a group will be similar (or related) to one another and different from (or unrelated to) the objects in other groups. In statistics and machine learning, the kmeans algorithm is clustering algorithm to partition n objects into k clusters, where k < n. This technique is based on randomly choosing k initial cluster centers, or means. These initial cluster centers are updated in such a way that after a number of cycles they represent the clusters in the data as much as possible.
The k-means algorithm starts with k-cluster centers or centriodes. Cluster centriodes can be initialized to random values or can be derived from a priori information. Each data point then assigned to the closest cluster (i.e. closest centriodes). Finally, the centriodes are recalculated according to the associated data until convergence is achieved. The k-means clustering groups data vectors into a predefined number of clusters, based on Euclidean distance as similarity measure. The centriodes vector is the mean of the data vectors that belong to the corresponding cluster. In this paper we assume k equal to 2 as we have two classes of terrain navigable and not navigable for traversability assessment.
IV. PATH PLANNING ON ASSESSED TRAVERSABLE TERRAIN
Path planning algorithm developed for the classified terrain obtains optimally shortest path for the robot. A four connected flood fill algorithm is developed in order to start at the goal and assign the lowest value-zero (0) to that cell of the grid. The not navigable regions are assigned the highest values-infinity (∞). All the four connected cells, starting from the goal, are filled with the values just one more than its smallest neighbor till the obstacle is met or end of the grid is reached. After filling the grid the path is planned starting from source cell and following the values downhill to the goal as shown in figure 4(a) as proposed by the author [17] . Moreover it optimizes the path by incorporating diagonal movement also. For example the path is 5(source)-3-2-1-0(goal) as shown in figure 4(b) .The algorithm determines the most suitable way point towards the goal in the navigable region that minimizes the number of traveling cells thereby giving the shortest path V. RESULTS Our terrain traversability assessment method was tested on two different image databases. One data set was compiled from NASA's mars imagery [15] and another is from IIITDM campus. .The images were of the size 320 x 320 .We chose a sub window frames of size 32 x 32 for terrain sampling. For Mars surface scenes, primary terrain types that are believed to possess distinct traversability characteristics are: rocky terrain, composed of outcrop or large rocks; sandy terrain, composed of loose drift material and smooth mixed terrain .Examples of these terrains are shown in Fig. 5 , Iagnemma et al. [3] (a) (b) Fig. 5 . Class distinction of Mars terrain (a) smooth and rough class (b) sand, mixed and sand class Fig. 6 shows the result analysis of the martial terrain (Terrain image 1). As shown in figure 6 (b) terrain image is divided into sub terrain frames. Classified terrain using features vector obtained from wavelet decomposition decomposition is shown in figure 6 (c) where white color corresponds to not navigable region and black indicates the traversable region. In figure 6 (d) path planning is shown as developed by the MATLAB code where yellow cell indicates the source and red indicates the goal positions. The performance of a classifier can be measured by classification accuracies and speed. Accuracy is evaluated using Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve. It summarizes how well the classifier has performed for that problem at different thresholds. It allows us to show graphically the trade off of each classifier between its true positive rate (the number of correct positive cases divided by the total number of positive cases) and its false positive rate (the number of incorrect positive cases divided by the total number of negative cases) by the total number of positive cases) and its false positive rate (the number of incorrect positive cases divided by the total number of negative cases) Figure 8 For real time terrain image 12, correct rate is 88.12% for navigable regions and error rate of 20% for not navigable regions. These results shows that feature set 1 using wavelet packet decomposition yields better results and higher success rate. Table I . shows the classification accuracies of the classifier for 1100 sub terrain regions of 11 martial terrain image NASA's mars exploration rover [15] . WPD is feature set obtained by wavelet packet decomposition and GLCM is the feature set obtained by gray level co-occurrence matrix. Each image has hundred sub terrain regions which are classified as either navigable or not navigable. Figure 10 is the graph for correct classification rate for each of 20 images. Results of classifier on 20 terrain images is shown having a total of 2000 sub terrain regions which are classified for traversability analysis. Mean success rate of the classifier using two feature sets is shown in figure 11 .It is a graph for mean success rate (%) of terrain classification using different feature sets on two terrain image database.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ASPECTS
In this paper we have presented terrain classification technique to identify the traversable regions for the unknown natural terrain for autonomous robot navigation. Proposed approach classifies the unknown terrain describing its suitability for navigation by extracting the textural features from visual imagery of terrain data using wavelet packet decomposition. Comparative analysis has been done using two different feature sets on different terrain images. The mean success rate of terrain classifier using wavelet decomposed feature vector is higher than feature of cooccurrence matrix. For path planning we have used a flood filling algorithm that is both fast and shortest in generating free path in classified sampled terrain. The Classifier and path planning is developed using MATLAB. In future, this line of inquiry can be continued to develop improved terrain classifier that will able to differentiate more than two classes (navigable or not navigable) and should identify sandy, rocky and muddy terrain in the not navigable region.
Also, addition feature could be used to improve the classification accuracy. Further, the effects of employing different wavelets and alternative classifier architecture (such as support vector machines) to yield better classification accuracies on the terrain classification will also be investigated.
